Privacy Policy
This privacy statement is to inform our customers about SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES’s Privacy Policy and
to inform about the procedures of collecting personal information by us. At SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES,
our customer's privacy is essential and with this statement, we give details about the ways your personal
information, shared by you on our website, e-mail phone or in any other way, is collected and used.

When SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES ask for your personal information?
When you take help from our online support regarding your web services problems via email, chat or call
or when you make subscription for any service or you make purchases.

What kind of personal information is collected?
Your full name, billing information or full physical address, email address, contact number/s. All the
information collected is maintained the same with us and your account like login ID, password and
transaction details.

Where we use your personal information?
To create and maintain your account database, during processing and follow up of your orders, when
(with your permission) we register you in programs, to answer your queries and to take feedback about
our services.
We also use your personal information for general purposes like customizing the advertising content,
contact you, fulfilling your requests for products and services or to carry out research or improving our
services.

When we share your personal information?
SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES never shares our user's personal information without their permission except
When it is required to fulfill orders, conduct billing/credit card processing or to provide service.
SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES may unveil your personal information to third parties in order to fulfill orders,
conduct billing or credit card processing, provide service, while doing the business transaction (guarantee
of confidentiality under which the recipient agrees to use the information for no other purpose than
carrying out the transaction, under/with your approval).
SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES has all rights to share user's details if any illegal activity found in user's
websites / web services offered by SEGMENT WEB INDUSTRIES.

